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Accurate and efficient target prediction 
using a potency-sensitive influence-relevance 
voter
Alessandro Lusci1, David Fooshee1, Michael Browning2, Joshua Swamidass2 and Pierre Baldi1*
Abstract 
Background: A number of algorithms have been proposed to predict the biological targets of diverse molecules. 
Some are structure-based, but the most common are ligand-based and use chemical fingerprints and the notion of 
chemical similarity. These methods tend to be computationally faster than others, making them particularly attractive 
tools as the amount of available data grows.
Results: Using a ChEMBL-derived database covering 490,760 molecule-protein interactions and 3236 protein targets, 
we conduct a large-scale assessment of the performance of several target-prediction algorithms at predicting drug-
target activity. We assess algorithm performance using three validation procedures: standard tenfold cross-validation, 
tenfold cross-validation in a simulated screen that includes random inactive molecules, and validation on an external 
test set composed of molecules not present in our database.
Conclusions: We present two improvements over current practice. First, using a modified version of the influence-
relevance voter (IRV), we show that using molecule potency data can improve target prediction. Second, we demon-
strate that random inactive molecules added during training can boost the accuracy of several algorithms in realistic 
target-prediction experiments. Our potency-sensitive version of the IRV (PS-IRV) obtains the best results on large test 
sets in most of the experiments. Models and software are publicly accessible through the chemoinformatics portal at 
http://chemdb.ics.uci.edu/
Keywords: Target-prediction, Large-scale, Fingerprints, Molecular potency, Random inactive molecules, Influence-
relevance voter
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and indicate if changes were made. The Creative Commons Public Domain Dedication waiver (http://creativecommons.org/
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Background
Several groups have proposed a wide range of algorithms 
capable of predicting the biomolecular targets of diverse 
molecules (see, for instance, Refs. [1–12]). These include 
protein structure-based methods [13, 14], and ligand-
based methods such as pharmacophore searching [3], 
substructural analysis [15], and similarity searching [4]. 
Some methods, such as similarity searching using fin-
gerprints [16, 17], are computationally faster than others, 
and can therefore be applied more efficiently to larger 
repositories of molecules [18, 19].
We can treat the virtual high-throughput screening 
(vHTS) task as a classification problem. Given a body of 
labeled training data—molecules known to be active or 
inactive—we want to classify untested molecules into one 
of those two groups. One approach is to represent each 
molecule by its fingerprint vector, placing it at some loca-
tion in a high-dimensional space. We can then train a 
predictor (e.g., a neural network) which takes these fin-
gerprint “coordinates” as inputs and decides on a class. 
This approach assumes the fingerprints contain informa-
tion about the classification decision.
A second approach is to compute a similarity measure 
between each of the compounds, defining a “geometry” 
over the training molecules. Given a new molecule, we 
can compute N similarities of the molecule to those in 
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the training set, and base our decision on these numbers. 
K-nearest neighbors (kNN) is a simple example of this 
approach. It looks at the k most similar neighbors and 
decides based on the majority class among them. This is 
a weak algorithm because it discards all other points out-
side of the k-neighborhood. Furthermore, it discards all 
of the N similarity values within that neighborhood. Con-
trast this with, say, a deep neural network that considers 
all N similarity values to make its decision. A slightly sim-
pler version of such an approach would be an algorithm 
that looks at the N similarity values within the k-neigh-
borhood, as is done by the influence relevance voter 
(IRV), an algorithm previously developed by our group 
[5]. The IRV is a shallow neural network that considers all 
of the similarities within the k closest neighbors to make 
its prediction. Incorporating this additional information 
about not only which neighbors a molecule is similar to, 
but how similar it is to each of them, allows the IRV to 
achieve state of the art results on benchmark data sets.
Various vHTS methods have predicted, and subse-
quent experiments have confirmed, drug-target inter-
actions that were previously unknown. For example, 
Shoichet et  al. [2] predicted thousands of unanticipated 
interactions by comparing 3665 FDA drugs against hun-
dreds of targets. Thirty of these interactions were tested 
experimentally, and 23 new drug-target associations 
were confirmed. The methodology involved quantify-
ing similarities as E values using the Similarity Ensemble 
Approach (SEA) [20] in order to build drug-target net-
works by linking drug-target interactions in accordance 
with the similarity values. Drugs were selected from the 
MDL Comprehensive Medicinal Chemistry database, 
while ligands were selected from the MDL Drug Data 
Report, WOMBAT [21], and StARlite databases. Mole-
cules were represented as 2048-bit Daylight and 1024-bit 
folded ECFP-4 [20] topological fingerprints. Targets were 
represented as sets of ligands.
Similarly, Mestres et al. [22] used drug-target networks 
to model the relationships between diseases, genes, pro-
teins, and molecules. They found that drugs targeting 
aminergic G protein-coupled receptors (GPRCs) showed 
the most promiscuous pharmacological profile. Mol-
ecules were described as sets of low-dimension descrip-
tors called SHED [23]. Similarities were computed as 
euclidean distances.
Nadhi et al. [24] developed a model based on Bayesian 
statistics to allow the simultaneous evaluation of the bio-
logical effect of multiple compounds on multiple targets. 
Using data from WOMBAT, they reported 77 % accuracy 
for their predictions.
Meslamani et  al. [7] presented an automated work-
flow to browse the target-ligand space. Their predic-
tion system uses four ligand-based methods (SVM 
classification, SVR affinity prediction, nearest neighbors 
interpolation, and shape similarity) and two structure-
based methods (docking and pharmacophore match). 
About 72  % of 189 clinical candidates were correctly 
identified by the proposed workflow. Ligand-based 
methods outperformed the accuracy of the structure-
based ones, with no preference for any method in par-
ticular. The authors also showed that the quality of the 
predictions gradually increased with the number of 
compounds per target.
This work makes several contributions to the field. 
First, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study 
that compares the performance of 5 well-established 
ligand-based methods to the recently introduced IRV. 
Second, this study not only confirms the findings of 
Meslamani et  al. [7] regarding the relationship between 
number of ligands and prediction performance, but also 
brings deeper insight to the problem by demonstrating in 
greater detail how performance varies with the number 
of ligands. Third, this study introduces a potency-sensi-
tive version of the IRV algorithm and shows that, in many 
cases, it is the best performing method among those 
tested, when the number of examples is large. This is an 
important result considering that the number of tested 
ligands per target in the ChEMBL dataset is expected to 
increase [25]. Fourth, we show performance improve-
ments achieved by including random negatives during 
training. As an easily implemented strategy to boost the 




We use a dataset containing 490,760 molecule-protein 
interactions selected from the ChEMBL database [26] 
(version 13, February 2012), consisting of IC50 and EC50 
values–the concentrations at which 50 % of target inhibi-
tion or activation is observed, respectively. As a measure 
of potency, we will refer to EC50 hereafter.
This is similar data to that used in several other stud-
ies [6–12]. The data from PubChem is excluded because 
it often does not include EC50 potency data. Molecules 
were labeled inactive using three different cutoffs: 1, 5, 
and 10µM concentrations. The entire dataset contains 
3236 protein targets (cf. Additional file 1 containing the 
list of corresponding ChEMBL IDs). However, for 1128 
of these protein targets, there are fewer than 10 active 
molecules. These were discarded for being too sparse to 
enable proper learning, but also because they cannot be 
used properly in the tenfold cross-validation experiments 
described below. That left 2108 protein targets with at 
least 10 molecules each. For 695 of these proteins, the 
corresponding datasets contain 100 molecules or more. 
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The distribution of the dataset sizes associated with each 
protein is shown in Fig. 1.
There are several benchmark datasets available in the 
literature, but most of these datasets (1) do not contain 
potency data, (2) include data on only a small number 
of proteins, and (3) only contain closely-related mol-
ecules. ChEMBL is the most complete publicly available 
dataset for target prediction. It covers a large number of 
proteins and a large, diverse set of molecules, and a good 
portion of this data includes potency information. There 
are several errors in the ChEMBL data arising from both 
annotation mistakes and discrepancies in the literature. 
It is, however, a very common source of data for virtual 
screening. In particular, the highest quality data with the 
fewest discrepancies is the high potency actives data. 
There are commercial databases with similar data avail-
able but they require a licensing fee to access. For these 
reasons, ChEMBL is an ideal dataset on which to bench-
mark target prediction methods.
We extracted an external validation set from a newer 
version of ChEMBL (version 19, July 2014). The same 
protocol was used to extract all the new data-points 
added between version 13 and 19. These data-points were 
used as an independent set on which to test performance. 
The dataset consisted of 123,218 molecule-protein inter-
actions, covering 66,707 different molecules, and 1016 
protein targets.
In cases where multiple drug-target interactions were 
found, we used the average of the activities. We applied 
this protocol to the sets we used for both tenfold cross-
validation and tenfold cross-validation with random 
negatives. However, we included multiple drug-target 
interactions in the external validation set.
Activity and cutoffs
Each protein target (identified by its ChEMBL ID) in the 
dataset is associated with a certain number of molecules, 
together with the corresponding EC50 values expressed 
in µM. A small EC50 value corresponds to high potency, 
i.e., only a small concentration of drug is required for 
EC50 bioactivity. A molecule is considered active against 
a certain target if its EC50 is lower than a certain cut-
off value [27]. Unfortunately there is no agreement on 
which cutoff value should be chosen for a generic target-
prediction problem, since the same cutoff could refer to 
different bioactivities in different assays. For example, a 
10µM cutoff could represent very active molecules in 
some assays, while also including only marginally active 
molecules [28]. Moreover, we wanted to ensure that our 
results were not overly dependent on a specific cutoff 
choice. For this reason, we decided to use three cutoff 
values: 1, 5 and 10µM. A molecule is labeled active if 
the corresponding EC50 is smaller than the selected cut-
off, and inactive otherwise. As we will see, very similar 
results are observed across all cutoff values. In practice, 
the 1µM cutoff may be most important because its data 
has the least noise.
Random negative molecules
Active molecules are rare. Usually, less than one per-
cent of molecules interact with a given protein. From the 
ChEMBL database, we selected a set of 10,000 molecules 
that do not bind any of the proteins in our study, and 
used them as random negatives during training as well as 
assessment. We refer to this set as the Random ChEMBL 
or “RC” dataset. RC was randomly split into two subsets: 
Train-RC including 1000 molecules, and Test-RC includ-
ing the remaining 9000 molecules. Obviously this dataset 
can occasionally produce a false negative, however the 
advantages it provides in training and assessment out-
weigh the drawback of introducing a few false negatives. 
Note that some level of noise also exists among the posi-
tive molecules, due to inevitable variability in experimen-
tal methods.
Molecular similarity
The more similar two molecules are, the more likely they 
are to have similar properties [29]. Fingerprint similarity 
is widely used in chemical informatics as a way of quanti-
fying similarity between molecules [5, 30].
Fingerprints are vectors encoding the occurrence of 
certain substructures within a molecular graph. Each 


















Fig. 1 Distribution of the number of molecules associated with each 
protein. The x axis bins proteins by the number of small-molecule 
data-points with which they are associated. The y axis plots the 
number of proteins in each bin. There are 2108 protein targets. About 
33 % of these datasets contain more than 100 molecules
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component of a fingerprint is a single bit which indicates 
either the presence (1-bit) or absence (0-bit) of a par-
ticular structure in the graph. We use a fingerprint very 
similar to the Extended Connectivity Fingerprint (ECFP) 
commonly used in the field. We use circular substruc-
tures [30, 31] of depth d up to 2 bonds, where atoms are 
labeled with their element and their connectivity (e.g., 
C3 for a carbon with three heavy atoms attached). Bonds 
are labeled according to their type (single, double, tri-
ple, or aromatic). Fingerprints tend to be very sparse and 
are easily compressible. In this paper, we used a lossless 
compression algorithm based on entropy encoding [32]. 
Similarity between fingerprints was measured using the 
Tanimoto metric [33].
The choice of fingerprint and its parameters affects the 
performance of all methods used in this study. However, 
the scope of this work does not include picking the opti-
mal fingerprint. Instead it focuses on the machine learn-
ing component of target prediction. We control for the 
effect of fingerprints by using the exact same fingerprint 
across all methods.
Mean similarity (MeanSim)
A commonly used and easily implemented way of clas-
sifying molecules is to score them by their average simi-
larity to all known active molecules. This approach was 
extensively studied by Shoichet et al. [2] and ranks mol-
ecules identically to the method they ultimately propose. 
The Shoichet algorithm computes a new score, which 
orders molecules identically to MeanSim, and appropri-
ately quantifies the statistical significance of each mole-
cule-target association. The new score more accurately 
ranks targets associated with a test molecule than Mean-
Sim. However, for a given target, it ranks collections of 
test molecules in the exact same order as MeanSim. 
Therefore, the performance of MeanSim in separating 
active and inactive molecules (the primary focus of this 
study) is exactly identical to the Shoichet algorithm.
Maximum similarity (MaxSim)
Another commonly used and easily implemented way of 
classifying molecules based on known activities is Maxi-
mum Similarity. In this method, molecules are scored by 
their similarity to the most similar known active mol-
ecule. MaxSim is straightforward to implement, does 
not require any parameter tuning, has been well studied 
[34, 35], and is intuitively simple. The resulting predic-
tions allow one to rank query molecules and examine 
the active molecule most similar to the query molecule, 
along with the corresponding similarity score, to gain 
some insights into the rationale behind a prediction.
In prior work, MaxSim has consistently outperformed 
MeanSim [36]. This is likely because MeanSim makes an 
implicit assumption that all the active molecules are in a 
single cluster in similarity space. MaxSim does not make 
this overly restrictive assumption, and thus can better 
capture cases where more than one class of molecules is 
active. Consequently, we expect MaxSim to outperform 
MeanSim.
K nearest neighbors (kNN)
Another commonly used approach is k nearest neigh-
bors. In contrast with MaxSim and MeanSim, kNN and 
the following methods use both active and inactive mol-
ecules to make predictions. Here, molecules are scored 
by the proportion of known actives amongst the k clos-
est neighbors in the training set. For this study, we use 
k = 11, k = 31 and k = 51. Using these values we can 
investigate whether larger sets of neighbors lead to better 
performance.
Support vector machines (SVM)
One of the most commonly used machine learning meth-
ods in virtual screening is Support Vector Machines 
(SVM) [37, 38]. SVMs are not easily implemented from 
scratch, but there are several good open source packages 
available. Part of their power comes from being able to 
use Tanimoto similarity between fingerprints explicitly 
[39]. SVMs frequently use the full training set of active 
and inactive molecules, and achieve nearly optimal per-
formance. Our implementation of SVM uses the publicly 
available SVMTorch software [40]. The C and epsilon 
parameters were determined using the built-in parameter 
optimizer of the SVMTorch library that iterates over sev-
eral possible values to pick the optimal choice.
Random forest (RF)
A random forest [41] is an ensemble of decision trees, 
and is also commonly used in chemoinformatics to pre-
dict molecule activity. Given a training set {xi, yi}, where 
yi is a molecular label (active, not active) and x ∈ RD is 
a vector of features of length D, the first step consists 
of choosing a value for the parameter m, the number of 
tried attributes 0 < m < D, which is used to determine 
the splits at each node of each tree. Then k decision trees 
are grown using the training set and k random initializa-
tion seeds. The result is an ensemble of tree-structured 
classifiers {h(xi, yi)} where the output of the ensemble is 
the majority vote of the individual classifiers.
RFs have been applied in chemoinformatics to QSAR/
QSPR modeling, and molecular classification problems 
[42–44]. Among the attractive features of the Random 
Forest approach are robustness and simplicity, including 
hyperparameter simplicity which corresponds essentially 
to choosing a single parameter (m). In practice, it has 
been shown that m =
√
D is a good choice [45].
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In this study, the input vector xi for each molecule 
i, is generated according to the following procedure: 
compute the Tanimoto similarity between i and each 
molecule j in the training set; sort the similarity values 
in descending order; take the first N values and mul-
tiply them by a binary activity coefficient cj defined as 
follows:
After some exploration, we chose the following set of 
parameters: D = 10, K = 200, and m = 3 ≈
√
D. Our 
implementation of Random Forests is based on the 
sklearn.ensemble library for Python [46].
Influence‑relevance voter (IRV)
The IRV was introduced by Swamidass et  al. [5] and is 
not commonly used. However, it has several advantages 
over other methods. First, unlike RFs and SVMs, its 
predictions are easily interpretable in a manner similar 
to kNNs and MaxSim. Second, as we will see, it can be 
modified to take into account the potency of molecules 
in the training set. Third, it often outperforms SVM and 
RF methods.
Like kNN, the IRV looks at the neighborhood of k near-
est neighbors. However it uses a neural network with 
shared weights to compute a more sophisticated func-
tion of this neighborhood, as opposed to the very simple 
majority membership used by kNN. Its output is defined 
as
where X  is the test molecule, i ranges from 1 to k over all 
k nearest neighbors, Ii is the “influence” of the ith neigh-
bor on the output, wz is the bias of the output node, and 
σ(x) = 1/(1+ e−x) is the logistic function. These influ-
ences indicate exactly how much, and in which direction, 
each training example contributes to the predictions. The 
influence of the ith node is defined by
where Ri is the relevance and Vi is the vote of the ith 
neighbor. The relevance is defined as
where si is the similarity S(X ,Ni) of the ith closest neigh-
bor to the test molecule, ri is the rank of the ith neigh-
bor in the similarity-sorted list of neighbors, ws and wr 
are parameters tuning the importance of different inputs, 
and wy is the bias of the logistic unit.
(1)cj =
{
1 if j is active
−1 if j is not active









(4)Ri = tanh(wy + wssi + wrri)
The vote is defined by
where w0 is the weight associated with inactive neigh-
bors, w1 is the weight associated with active neighbors, 
and ci ∈ 0,1 is the class of the ith neighbor.
The logistic output of the IRV can be interpreted as a 
probability and directly encodes the confidence of each 
prediction [47, 48]
z(X ) ≈ (X  is active — X ’s structure, training data)
In other words, the output of the network on a test 
molecule is approximately equal to the probability of 
the test molecule being active given its structure and the 
training data. This is enforced by training the network to 
minimize the relative-entropy or Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence between the true target distribution t(T ) and the 
predicted distribution z(T ) across all molecules T  in the 
training set. The IRV is trained by gradient descent to 
minimize the error, equivalently, the negative log-likeli-
hood given by [47]
where the summation is over the training instances, T  . 
The IRV can be fine-tuned with several variations. In 
this study, setting the number of neighbors to 6 yielded a 
good compromise between total training time and accu-
racy of predictions.
Potency‑sensitive influence relevance voter (PS‑IRV)
The IRV as we have defined it, along with most other 
machine learning approaches to target-prediction, com-
pletely ignores the potency of active and inactive mole-
cules. However one may expect that potency is important 
to prediction and may contain useful information. Thus 
we also design a version of the IRV that is sensitive to 
potency, the Potency-Sensitive IRV (PS-IRV).
In this study, we use three different cutoff values to 
assign the class ci to a molecule i . If the activity of i (i.e., 
its EC50) is less than the cutoff, ci = 1 (ci = 0, otherwise). 
In Eq. 5, we define the vote Vi as a function of the class 
ci. Therefore, Vi depends indirectly on the activity of the 
molecule. It would be interesting to change Eq.  5 such 
that the vote depends directly on the activity of the mol-
ecule. There are obviously many ways to do this. Here 




w0 if ci = 0
w1 if ci = 1
(6)−
∑




w0 if ai < 1µM
w1 if ai < 5µM
w2 if ai < 10µM
w3 if ai ≥ 10µM
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We expect that in some cases this approach could out-
perform the standard IRV method, because its input 
includes the potencies of the neighbors.
In this formulation the uncertainty associated with 
each datapoint is not used by the model. However, uncer-
tainty could be added in many ways. For example, the 
vote could be set to the average votes (computed using 
this formula) of all observed EC50s of a neighbor. In this 
way, the uncertainty inherent in conflicting measure-
ments would be directly encoded in the IRV votes. We 
expect there could be performance gains from using this 
approach and others like it, but we leave that to future 
work.
Performance metrics
Performance of different target-prediction methods is 
quantified using two standard metrics: the area under the 
ROC curve (AUC) [49], and the enrichment of the pre-
diction ranked test data [50]. The ROC curve plots the 
fraction of correctly predicted actives, i.e. the true posi-
tive rate (TPR), versus the fraction of inactives incorrectly 
predicted as actives, i.e. the false positive rate (FPR). We 
calculate this for each chosen threshold. The enrichment 
metric gives the percentage of true actives found at the 
top of the ranked list of predictions. In the results, we use 
four different percentages to define the top list: 5, 10, 20, 
and 30 %. Whereas AUC quantifies the overall accuracy 
of separation between actives and inactives, enrichment 
rank quantifies the ability of a method to identify actives 
within specific top N  % cutoffs.
Results
In the following sections we present the performance 
of these approaches on the ChEMBL dataset. We first 
present the results obtained using a standard cross-vali-
dation approach. Second, we show similar performance 
using a simulated target-prediction experiment where 
negative molecules are used during the assessment. 
Third, we find that using random negatives during train-
ing improves the performance of the machine learning 
approaches in the simulated target-prediction experi-
ments. Finally, confirming prior work, we show that the 
IRV yields readily interpretable models. The trends we 
observe in the incremental plots are consistent across all 
cutoffs, therefore we only include the figures referring to 
1µM cutoff. The full list of figures is available in Addi-
tional file 2.
Cross‑validation assessment
The computational models were first trained and tested 
using tenfold cross-validation. Each set of training mol-
ecules was randomly divided into 10 equally sized sets 
or folds. Each fold was used for testing once, while the 
remaining nine folds were combined into a training set. 
This was repeated ten times, the outputs of each fold 
were combined, and the performance assessed. The 
entire procedure was then repeated over each target 
whose corresponding set of molecules contained at least 
10 molecules, corresponding to 2108 proteins. Note that 
there are some minor variations in the actual number of 
proteins used in some of the tests. For instance, it does 
not make sense to apply 31NN to a training set with 31 
molecules or fewer, as the output would be constant.
We discarded all targets that did not meet the mini-
mum requirement of having at least one example of both 
classes in each fold. Average performances are reported 
here: (Table 1; Figs. 2, 3). For brevity, only the best per-
forming nearest neighbor method, 11NN, is included, 
since we observed that performance did not improve for 
greater values of k . Likewise, for brevity, we only show 
AUC performance. In Additional files (cf. Additional 
file 2: Tables S1, S3), we also report enrichment at several 
cutoff values (5, 10, 20, and 30 %), as well as the results 
corresponding to 31NN and 51NN.
We note several trends. First, performance is related to 
dataset size. Proteins with the largest number of known 
ligands yield the best performance, and excluding the 
smallest datasets increases average performance. Sec-
ond, machine learning methods, which tune their param-
eters to the data, (SVM, RF, IRV, and PS-IRV) on average 
outperform the methods that are not tuned to the data 
(MaxSim, MeanSim, and 11NN), and have similar perfor-
mances amongst each other. The performance disparity 
between machine learning methods and the other meth-
ods was strongest for the largest datasets. Third, PS-IRV 
becomes the best performing method as the number 
of examples in the training set increases. Fourth, the 
MeanSim method is consistently the worst performing 
method. All four trends are robust and observed across 
all cutoffs and both assessment methods.
Many of the differences underlying these trends are 
small, but they are statistically significant. A paired t test 
of the AUC values (where AUC performances are paired 
by target) shows almost all of these average AUC differ-
ences to be significant at a conservative 0.005 p value cut-
off (cf. Additional file 2: Tables S4, S5).
One of the limitations of this assessment is that cross-
validation estimates the prediction error on new test 
molecules as if these were drawn from a distribution 
over chemical space similar to that of the training set. 
Often the training sets used are small and potentially 
biased, containing, for instance, more active than inactive 
examples. For our data, the average percentage of posi-
tive examples was close to 50: 41, 57 and 63 %, for each of 
the three EC50 cutoffs respectively, so this is not a major 
concern.
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We further assessed the machine learning methods 
PS-IRV, SVM, and RF, by measuring their performance 
at classifying external data obtained from a later ver-
sion of ChEMBL (Table 2). For brevity, we only present 
the average AUC, but enrichment results are availa-
ble in the Additional files section (cf. Additional file  2: 
Table S3). Overall, the methods obtain similar results, 
although PS-IRV slightly outperforms the other meth-
ods. A paired t test of the AUC values (where AUC per-
formance is paired by target) is available in Additional 




















Fig. 2 Cross-validation experiment: AUC scores as dataset size grows. 
Average AUC (y axis) plotted as a function of the minimum number of 
training molecules on the x axis. Model performance (AUC) increases 
as datasets with fewer examples are excluded




























Fig. 3 Cross-validation experiment: best performing models as data-
set size grows. The fraction of times each model achieves the best 
performance for a dataset is plotted on the vertical axis, excluding 
datasets containing a number of molecules smaller than a specified 
size. PS-IRV is more consistently the best performer as more of the 
smaller datasets are excluded
Table 1 AUC performance in the cross-validation experiment on the ChEMBL dataset
Each section of the table shows the average performance for datasets of different sizes
Best results within each group are in italics
Cutoff (µM) MaxSim MeanSim 11NN IRV PS‑IRV SVM RF
All datasets
  1 0.79 0.76 0.81 0.86 0.86 0.84 0.84
  5 0.76 0.74 0.82 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.82
  10 0.75 0.73 0.81 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.82
Datasets with fewer than 100 molecules
 1 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.78
 5 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.76
 10 0.71 0.71 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.76
Datasets with more than 100 molecules
 1 0.80 0.76 0.73 0.87 0.88 0.85 0.85
 5 0.77 0.74 0.84 0.87 0.88 0.86 0.84
 10 0.77 0.73 0.84 0.87 0.88 0.86 0.86
Datasets with more than 200 molecules
 1 0.81 0.75 0.84 0.89 0.89 0.86 0.86
 5 0.78 0.74 0.86 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.86
 10 0.77 0.73 0.86 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.85
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files (cf. Additional file 2: Tables S6, S7). The results show 
a performance drop in comparison to the results of the 
tenfold cross-validation experiments. This drop is rea-
sonable because the tested approaches, as they are based 
on fingerprint similarity, will fail at predicting active mol-
ecules that are not similar to known actives. This is a well 
known point of failure in similarity based approaches.
Accuracy in simulated target‑prediction
We address the inherent limitation to the use of cross-
validation by simulating a more realistic target-prediction 
experiment as a proxy. To do so, we use the same trained 
models from the tenfold cross-validation procedure, but 
augment their test sets with a background dataset of 9000 
molecules drawn at random from ChEMBL (the Test-RC 
dataset). Here we report the results only for the SVM, RF, 
and PS-IRV models (Table 3; Fig. 4). For brevity, we only 
report the AUC results, but enrichment values are avail-
able in Additional file (cf. Additional file 2: Table S8).
The simulated target-prediction results are on aver-
age similar to the corresponding cross-validation results. 
Model performances do not drop significantly, which is 
a sign of robustness. There are however some subtle dif-
ferences between simulated target-prediction and cross-
validation. A paired t test of the AUC values (where 
AUC performances are paired by target) is available in 
Additional files (cf. Additional file 2: Tables S9, S10). For 
instance, the PS-IRV performs better for a 1µM cutoff 
and worse for 5 and 10µM cutoffs. RF shows a similar 
trend, but with a more significant degradation in per-
formance. In contrast, SVM shows only slightly worse 
results for 1µM, and better ones for 5 and 10µM. Most 
importantly, PS-IRV has been confirmed to outperform 
the other methods on large sets at every cutoff. These 
same trends are observed when assessing methods by 
enrichment.





















Fig. 4 Simulated target-prediction experiment: AUC scores as 
dataset size grows. Average AUC (y axis) plotted as a function of the 
minimum number of training molecules (x axis). Each method’s ability 
to separate known actives from a background set of 9000 random 
ChEMBL molecules, assumed to be inactive, is measured. Training sets 
are not augmented
Table 2 AUC performance in  the cross-validation experi-
ment on the external validation (ChEMBL 19) dataset
Models were trained on the ChEMBL 13 dataset
Each section of the table shows the average performance for datasets of 
different sizes
Best results within each group are in italics
Cutoff (µM) PS‑IRV SVM RF
All datasets
 1 0.70 0.69 0.68
 5 0.69 0.67 0.67
 10 0.69 0.66 0.67
Datasets with more than 100 molecules
 1 0.71 0.70 0.70
 5 0.70 0.68 0.69
 10 0.70 0.67 0.67
Datasets with more than 200 molecules
 1 0.72 0.72 0.71
 5 0.71 0.69 0.70
 10 0.70 0.68 0.68
Table 3 AUC performance in  the simulated target-predic-
tion experiments
Models were trained using a tenfold cross-validation protocol and tested on 
the corresponding test set augmented with 9000 randomly selected ChEMBL 
molecules
In the top panel, models were trained in the standard way, without random 
negatives. In the bottom panel, the training set was supplemented with 1000 
random negatives
Adding random negatives dramatically improves the performance of all 
methods
Best results are in italics






Training without random negatives
 PS-IRV 0.88 0.84 0.83
 SVM 0.84 0.85 0.85
 RF 0.84 0.80 0.79
Training with random negatives
 PS-IRV 0.98 0.98 0.97
 SVM 0.98 0.98 0.98
 RF 0.98 0.98 0.98
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Training with random negatives
In this section, we investigate an approach to further 
improve performance of the models in the simulated tar-
get-prediction assessment by adding a sample of random 
negative molecules to the training set, labeling them all 
inactive. Once again, we assess the trained models using 
the simulated target-prediction protocol described in the 
previous section. This approach proves to be quite effec-
tive (Tables 3, 4; Fig. 5), as both the AUC and the enrich-
ment metrics are well above 0.90 and 90 %, respectively. 
This trend is observed across all cutoffs and dataset sizes, 
using both AUC and enrichment metrics. Finally, we 
assess the performance of the models trained with ran-
dom negative molecules in a simulated target-prediction 
experiment, including the external data from a later ver-
sion of ChEMBL (Table  5). For brevity, we only report 
the AUC results, but enrichment results are available in 
Additional files (cf. Additional file 2: Table S11). Overall, 
the models achieve excellent results for both AUC and 
enrichment metrics. We observe a small performance 
drop in comparison to the simulated-target prediction 
experiment that did not include external ligands. Fur-
thermore, PS-IRV outperforms the other methods at the 
1µM cutoff, and matches SVM at the 5 and 10µM cut-
offs. In contrast, RF shows slightly worse performance 
than the other methods. A paired T-test of the AUC val-
ues (where AUC performances are paired by target) is 
available in Additional files (cf. Additional file  2: Tables 
S12, S13).
Predictions and interpretability
Target-prediction methods can be used to screen chemi-
cal libraries containing millions of molecules for potential 
bioactivity and medical relevance. Given a target, one can 
use these techniques to rapidly screen for molecules with 
predicted activity against the target. Another approach is 























Fig. 5 Simulated target-prediction experiment when training with 
random negatives: AUC scores as dataset size grows. Average AUC 
(y axis) plotted as a function of the minimum number of training 
molecules (x axis). Each method’s ability to separate known actives 
from a background set of 9000 random ChEMBL molecules, assumed 
to be inactive, is measured. 1000 random negative molecules are 
added to the original training sets. The extended training sets result 
in significant performance improvements
Table 4 Average enrichment in  the simulated target-pre-
diction experiment when training with random negatives
Models are tested using 10-fold cross-validation. 9000 randomly selected 
ChEMBL molecules are added to the original test set as putative inactives. 1000 
randomly selected ChEMBL molecules are added to the original training sets as 
putative inactives. Best results at each cutoff are in italics
Enrichment (%) PS‑IRV SVM RF
1µM cutoff
   5 96 92 95
 10 98 94 96
 20 98 97 97
 30 99 98 97
5µM cutoff
 5 95 92 95
 10 97 94 96
 20 98 97 97
 30 98 98 97
10µM cutoff
 5 94 94 93
 10 96 95 96
 20 97 97 97
 30 97 98 97
Table 5 AUC performance in  the simulated target-predic-
tion experiment including external validation molecules
Models are trained using 10-fold cross-validation and tested on the external 
validation set
Training and test sets are augmented with 1000 and 9000 random negative 
molecules respectively
Here, we report both average and median AUC as we find a significant difference 
between the two measures. The results suggest that if we exclude a few outliers, 
AUC performance is consistently above 0.90 for each method. Best results are in 
italics
Method 1µM 5µM 10µM
Average AUC
  PS-IRV 0.90 0.87 0.86
 SVM 0.88 0.86 0.86
 RF 0.85 0.84 0.84
Median AUC
 PS-IRV 0.96 0.94 0.93
 SVM 0.94 0.93 0.93
 RF 0.93 0.91 0.90
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to use target-prediction methods to predict the bioactiv-
ity of a single molecule against many possible targets. We 
generally refer to this problem as target “deconvolution” 
[28], which is used to identify novel targets for molecules 
that already have known target activity [2, 51]. All the 
methods presented here can be applied to both prob-
lems. One of the major issues with target “deconvolution” 
is model comparability, i.e., comparing models that have 
been trained independently [52]. It is common practice 
to train an independent model for each of several poten-
tial targets. Given a test molecule, each target’s model is 
used to obtain a prediction score, and these scores are 
sorted to rank the targets. This method assumes that the 
scores obtained from the different models are directly 
comparable, a requirement that is not necessarily satis-
fied unless one imposes some constraints on the output 
of the models [52]. In contrast, probabilistic predictions 
make direct comparison possible [28]. More specifically, 
the output O of a model is a well tuned probability if, for 
example, a value O = 0.6 means that approximately 60 % 
of the molecules with a score of 0.6 are true actives [53].
Here we study this condition for the main machine 
learning methods included in this study: SVM, RF, and 
PS-IRV. To make sure that the learning process was suc-
cessful for each model, we select only the targets for 
which each classifier scored an AUC greater than 0.90. 
We then sort the predictions in ascending order and 
partition them into bins of size 0.1. Then we compute the 
percentage of active molecules for each bin. We iterate 
this procedure over each of the methods for each cut-
off. For SVM and RF, we scale the values to be within the 
range (0.0, 1.0). The results are shown in Fig. 6. For SVM, 
we see that the curve deviates from the ideal straight line. 
This is reasonable because the output of an SVM model is 
not directly interpretable as a probability. The curves for 
both PS-IRV and RF are fairly linear. However, we notice 
that RF fails to assign the correct probability to the out-
puts between 0.9 and 1.0.
Machine learning methods can produce good results 
in target prediction and other domains [54–56], but they 
are sometimes criticized as being “black-box” methods, 
and therefore difficult to interpret. One of the advantages 
of the IRV over other machine learning methods is pre-
cisely its interpretability. Specifically, it exposes the data 
used to classify each test molecule in such a way that it 
can be readily visualized and understood. We demon-
strate this in Fig. 7 by showing an example taken from the 
tenfold cross-validation data and how the influence of the 
neighbors can be visualized. The molecule on the left side 
is inactive and the molecules on the right side are active 
(see the original IRV paper [5] for additional details).
Target‑prediction web service
For more than 1500 proteins, the PS-IRV models achieve 
greater than 0.9 AUC performance in simulated tar-
get-prediction experiments. These models are avail-
able through a web server on our chemoinformatics 
portal (http://chemdb.ics.uci.edu/). Users may submit 
up to 50 molecules in SMILES format, and the request 
is processed offline. Once the computation is completed, 
the server sends the results file to a user-specified email 
address. Results are shown in three comma-separated 
value tables, each one corresponding to a different cut-
off value. Independent tables are generated for each input 
molecule. In each table, the predicted activities of an 
input molecule are sorted in ascending order. The targets 
are identified by their corresponding ChEMBL IDs and 
preferred names. More information can be found at the 
chemoinformatics portal at http://chemdb.ics.uci.edu/.
Conclusion
In this study we conducted a large-scale assessment of 
several target-prediction methods using a large dataset of 
molecule-protein target pairs selected from the ChEMBL 
database. Methods were compared along several dimen-
sions, by computing the corresponding average AUC 
and enrichment rank over all the targets. As expected, 
the more sophisticated machine learning methods out-
performed simpler approaches like MaxSim, Mean-
Sim, and kNN. IRV-based methods compared favorably 



















Fig. 6 Probabilistic predictions. This reliability diagram plots the 
percentage of positive molecules (y axis) in the respective bins of 
molecules with similar prediction values (x axis). The data is collected 
from the outputs of the target-prediction models with AUC greater 
than 0.90. The PS-IRV and RF both produce lines that closely follow 
the y = x line, indicating that their output can be interpreted as a 
probability
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with SVMs and RFs. Finally, we introduced a variant of 
the basic IRV method, the Potency-Sensitive IRV, which 
showed a small but statistically significant performance 
improvement over other methods by leveraging potency 
information. We also demonstrated that adding ran-
dom negative molecules to the training sets dramatically 
improved the ability of the PS-IRV, SVM, and RF models 
to identify active molecules from a large set of inactive 
ones. Finally, we showed how IRV-based methods have 
the advantage of producing a probabilistic output which 
is easily interpreted visually. We leave for future work 
the application of even more complex methods, such as 
undirected graph recursive neural networks (UG-RNNs) 
[57], to large-scale drug-target screening problems.
Additional files
 Additional file 1: Protein targets list. 
Additional file 2: Additional tables and figures.
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Fig. 7 IRV Interpretability. A test molecule is shown at center, along with its neighbors and their influences. Each neighbor’s influence factors into 
the overall vote determining the predicted activity of the test molecule. This test molecule has been experimentally determined as active, and is 
predicted by IRV to be active given its neighbors and their influences
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